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Abstract 

Modern systems in safety-critical systems in transport industries like railway, aerospace and 

automotive have different requirements on real time performance. One has tight real-time need, 

the other only real-time oversight. Understanding the difference can be critical to optimal operating 

systems approaches. 

 

The talk argues on the approaches, presents the key differentiators, different industries and 

requirements. It briefly presents known approaches to guaranteeing real-time performance and 

outlines on needs in this area. It presents upcoming challenges with modern computing 

architectures like addressing real-time with architectures including more on-chip accelerators. 

Guaranteeing hard real-time performance could become harder to achieve with such architectures. 

However, system-level support of timing synchronization and coordination may help in this 

respect. Additionally new safety and security requirements may lead to additional OS service 

needs. 
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